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Abstract
The department of Naval Architecture at the Royal Institute of Technology is in posession

of one Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and a second is under construction. A project
for doing hydrographic mapping using an Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV) is also initiated.
These projects raises the need for a software to easily send commands to vehicles and to
review collected data. The ability to use each vehicle as a node in a network of vehicles
is also requested. This thesis examines a software toolchain developed at the Underwater
Systems and Technology Laboratory (LSTS) in Portugal for mission planning and control
of networked autonomous vehicles. The toolchain constitutes primarily of Neptus, which
provides an operator with a user interface for realtime control and feedback from vehicles,
and DUNE. DUNE is a software running on-board vehicles and communicates with Neptus
over a wireless network. As a first step, and as a limitation to this thesis, the toolchain
has been used to control an autonomous rover. An autopilot receives waypoints in form
of latitude/longitude coordinates from DUNE and periodically sends position and various
sensor readings back. DUNE is running on a GNU/Linux computer and is responsible for
storing a mission of multiple waypoints and to keep track of the progress. DUNE forwards
vehicle location and sensor data to Neptus for feedback in the user interface and generation
of plots. In conclusion the author was able to create and execute missions of an arbitrary
number of waypoints. Graphs of basically any sensor reading could be generated through the
Mission Review and Analysis tool contained by Neptus. Implementing the toolchain on the
departments marine vehicles releases valuable time during field tests and will in the future
provide a way for experimentation with deliberate planning tools; the next natural step toward
complete autonomy.
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1 Introduction
The rapid development of autonomous vehicles, the drop in electronic system component costs as
well as a large dedicated open-source community has increased the applicability of autonomous
vehicles. Autonomous systems are being developed and used by governments, academic institu-
tions, private companies and hobbyists. In the maritime field of autonomous vehicles, missions
may include research, mapping of ocean floor, defence, search and rescue or a pure wish to push
the technological capabilities. Figure 1 shows a few existing unmanned maritime systems. Two
key components contributing to the spreading of autonomous vehicles are the compact, accurate
and a�ordable GPS modules as well as the long-range high data transmission rate wireless commu-
nication systems [6]. Opposed to radio controlled vehicles, autonomous vehicles contain low-level
control that take care of navigation and system surveillance. The operator task is mainly to set
a desired track and take control in critical situations. This let the operator to simultaneously
oversee and control multiple vehicles. Developments in information technology is also playing a
profound role in pushing the capabilities of autonomous vehicles further. Processing resources are
getting cheaper, wireless technologies and networking are increasingly reliable, tools for building
feature-rich applications are getting more sophisticated and platform independence of software is
improving. Although the level of intelligence compared to a human being still is low, automated
planning and scheduling methods together with reactive behaviors, such as obstacle avoidance,
and intuitive graphical user interfaces can reduce the workload and technical skills required by an
operator further.

Figure 1: Various autonomous vehicles that are currently being used. Top left is an LAUV from
LSTS. AutoNaut is a wave-propelled ASV from MOST (Autonomous Vessels) Ltd. Bottom left
is a 600-1000 kilogram catamaran from ASV, designed to fit in a 20 ft container. Bottom right is
an ASV supposed to be able to power itself during long missions.

The most common way of controlling autonomous vehicles is by creating a mission that is
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(a) APM Planner 2.0

(b) QGroundControlStation.

Figure 2: Open source mission planners.

defined by paths and waypoints. Consoles with graphical interfaces, called mission planners, that
supports some type of virtual maps are used to simplify and speed up the task of creating missions.
Realtime feedback of vehicle position, attitude and sensor data is common to most consoles. The
mission is executed by an on-board computer but can be altered by the operator through the
console.

A wide range of mission planning tools are available for commercial aviation and military
operations. Among free, open-source options, only a few dominating alternatives exist. Mission
Planner and APM Planner 2.0 [1] are two very similar mission planners. They are open source
planners developed for control of micro aerial vehicles (small fixed-wing airplanes and multi-rotor
helicopters). An image of APM Planner is shown in Figure 2a. A di�erence between these planners
is the possibility to control multiple vehicles. Mission Planner only has experimental support for
multi-vehicle control, while APM Planner has a multiple-vehicle architecture. The vehicles are not
networked, as they individually connect to the ground control station over their respective radio
link and no communication is done between the vehicles. QGroundStation, displayed in Figure
2b is another planner developed for control of small autonomous aerial, land and water vehicles
[3]. Upon a first look, it resembles the Mission Planner / APM Planner 2.0. It has support for
communication over WiFi using UDP, which allows for simultaneous control of multiple vehicles
in a true network where vehicles act as communication nodes. Neptus, used in this thesis, has
strong support for multi-vehicle control. Focus of the LSTS Toolchain lie on networked vehicle
systems with di�erent types of vehicles, including ocean vehicles (AUV’s and ASV’s). Neptus
is the only open-source mission planner that supports the S57 nautical chart format to help the
operator create missions based on bathymetric data.
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Current research e�orts are focused on automated, deliberative planning methods. They are
used to abstract the operator from the the actual behaviors of the vehicle. One such method is to
describe a mission in terms of scientific goals instead of manually defining paths and payload actu-
ation commands. Using scientific goals and a description of the vehicles properties, an automated
problem solver can generate a plan for the vehicle. An executive is responsible for execution of
the plan and to trigger replanning when obstacles are encountered.

This thesis is a part of a larger project to build an autonomous surface vehicle for bathymetric
measurements in shallow waters on behalf of the Swedish Maritime Administration (SAR). Ac-
cording to SAR, less than 99.5% of the shallow waters in swedish lakes and coastal areas remain
unmapped. Waters where the depth is below 10 meters is considered shallow, thus making the
total area covered by shallow waters significant. This thesis concerns the implementation of a
mission planner together with given electronics. As the surface vehicle only needs to be controlled
in the horizontal plane and that passive roll and pitch stability is assumed, a rover platform is
used as a substitute for testing the mission planning and control software.

A method of deliberative planning is touched upon in Section 2. An introduction to the LSTS
toolchain and its major components is given in Section 3. In Section 5 follows a discussion on what
was believed to be the major challenge for implementing the toolchain with existing software and
hardware. In Section 6 the most important hardware components used on the rover is described
and how these are physically connected. Approaches to interfacing the di�erent softwares are
discussed in Section 7 as well as the final implementation. Trial results and plots of navigational
data are displayed in Section 8. Finally conclusions and suggestions for further development are
made in Section 9. A set of tutorials on using the LSTS toolchain are added in the appendices.

2 Current Research
Much of the current research is related to pushing the vehicles autonomy further. A robot operates
in an environment subject to continuous change. Unpredictable behavior in the surrounding
environment raises the need for the robot to be able to make certain decisions by itself. In
the case of extraterrestrial robots or autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV), where little or no
communication is possible with the vehicle during a mission this becomes even more apparent. An
AUV is exposed to unpredictable currents and if it operates at shallow waters or large depths it
will encounter sudden changes in the ocean floor and obstacles. The communication means with
an AVS are in general active during the whole mission. In a system of multiple ASV’s it becomes
di�cult for one operator to supervise all vehicles simultaneously and as the number of vehicles
increase, the urge for on-board decision making increases. Although no method for on-board
planning has been used in this work, an introduction is presented to a method for which some
support is available in the LSTS toolchain.

Teleo-Reactive (T-R) programs is a type of goal oriented control model. The robot is guided
toward its goal by continuously checking a sequence of conditions, called a Teleo-Reactive sequence
introduced by Nilsson [12]. The conditions in the sequence are ordered in a specific way and are
being checked accordingly. To make an example. Let the conditions be called K1, K2, ..., Km,
where condition K1 is the first to be checked and Km the last one. Depending on whether
condition Ki is true or not, an action ai is initialised. Suppose the the first condition checks
whether the final mission goal has been met. Let’s say it’s the arrival at a certain GPS location.
If the condition is true (the goal has been accomplished / the vehicle arrived at the location), the
action will be to do nothing (the null action). If the first condition isn’t met, the T-R program
will continue to the second condition, which may be to check if the way ahead is clear. This
condition can for instance be connected to a move action. In this way, the action connected to
the first true condition will always be executed first. Whenever the first true condition changes,
another action will be taken. The actions are defined such that, after a long time of running action
ai+1 the condition Ki will become true. Thus a2 æ K1. Note that this requires conditions to be
continuously evaluated and respective actions executed. This is the regression property of a T-R
sequence [12]. The Teleo-Reactive approach to controlling robots and autonomous vehicles is a
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robust solution to the control problem if appropriate conditions and actions are used.
The Teleo-Reactive paradigm has proven useful in many situations [10]. T-R sequences can be

written to for a specific purpose or generated by a planner. In a paper published 2008, McGann et
al. [8] introduces the Teleo-Reactive EXecutive (T-REX) architecture for deliberative planning.
Although T-REX is not a strict implementation of the T-R paradigm, it is strongly influenced by it
[10]. T-REX uses timelines to achieve a scientific goal. Multiple timelines are used simultaneously
and each timeline belong to one of the so called reactors. Figure 3 illustrates in a simplified way
the timelines used in an AUV to achieve a scientific goal of measuring the temperature at a certain
depth.

Descend(DPT) Idle

On OffOff

Idle

Off Init. Ready Measure Ready

Command

Motors

Temp. Sensor

Start time
End time

Figure 3: T-REX timelines.

A reactor may own multiple timelines and receive information on timelines belonging to other
reactors. In T-REX, information transmitted between reactors is called either goals or observations
(which is sensed information or timeline information). At top of the reactor hierarchy is the
Mission Manager, which is responsible for creating a plan for the complete mission with respect
to the scientific goals. This plan is put on the reactors timeline. A Navigator reactor receives
sub-goals from the Mission Manager and generates a plan containing lower-level commands to be
put on its own timeline. At the bottom, the Executive receives commands from the Navigator
and interfaces with the hardware. The Executive doesn’t do any deliberation, like the two upper
reactors, as it will execute commands without delay. Behind the planners lies the open-source
EUROPA problem solver developed at NASA [11]. A T-REX agent in a UAV at the Monterey
Bay Aquarium Research Institue, the number of timelines used during a test was as many as 56
[16]. T-REX has been successfully used together with the LSTS toolchain in experiments were
scientific goals was areas to be surveyed and points to be visited with a constraint on the amount
of time the vehicle was allowed to be submerged at a time [15].

3 The LSTS Toolchain
The LSTS toolchain is a complete open-source software kit for control of autonomous vehicles [17].
It is developed with a system of networked vehicles perspective in mind, meaning that multiple
vehicles of various types should be controlled simultaneously and that they all may communicate
with one another [14]. The toolchain constitutes primarily of Neptus, DUNE and IMC, see Figure
4. Neptus was created in 2004 and is a command and control unit (CCU) that provides the user
with an interface for mission planning, control and data review and analysis. DUNE, created in
2006, is a vehicle on-board software for navigation, mission executing, vehicle supervision and
sensor/actuator access. They communicate using Inter-Module Communication protocol (IMC),
which was created the same year as DUNE. IMC is a message oriented protocol where all supported
messages are defined in an XML document. A commonly used IMC message is the Announce
message, which is used by all devices to announce their existence and capabilities to other devices
on the network. Another example is the GoTo message, which contains a waypoint given to a
specific vehicle.
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Figure 4: The LSTS toolchain. (Image from LSTS)

The control hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 5. Neptus comprises the Plan Interface level.
DUNE comprises the Vehicle Interface, Maneuver Interface, Guidance/Navigation and Platform
Interface levels [13], but also has a built-in Plan Supervisor that monitors the plan execution
progress and initiates maneuvers based on the vehicle state. The Vehicle Supervisor determines the
system state by using information from sensors and controllers. Typical mode types are for instance
Service, Error, Maneuver and External Control. All commands and states are communicated
using the IMC protocol. DUNE uses IMC also for inter-process communication. IMC may best
be perceived as a cloud in which a task puts a message and this message may be picked up by
other tasks and/or the command and control unit as well as other vehicles.

Figure 5: LSTS control hierarchy. (Image from LSTS)

The toolchain also provides a minimal operating system called GLUED. GLUED may be run
on embedded computer with limited computational resources and hosts a platform for DUNE to
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be executed on. GLUED is only around 10 MB large and has a boot time of 2-5 seconds [17]
depending on machine specifications, minimising the uncontrollable time. In this project, another
small GNU/Linux distribution is used that is developed specifically for the current hardware.

3.1 Neptus
Neptus is a mission planner software tool, meant to support a variety of vehicles and their re-
spective interfaces. During a mission Neptus is used for Command and Control (CCU) over the
vehicle and displaying vehicle position and plotting data. The software is built with the mission
lifecycle in mind - planning, executing, review and dissemination. Neptus has a virtual mission
environment construction interface where a representation of the mission site can be created using
maps, geometric figures, 3D models and paths. When a representation of the mission site is fin-
ished, mission plans for each vehicle are created by setting the maneuvers that are to be executed.
Each vehicle has a configuration file in which the vehicles various capabilities are described. This
includes maneuvers, communication protocols supported and graphical information on how it’s
supposed to be represented in the virtual environment. In the mission planning interface (MPI)
multiple plans can be created for di�erent vehicles simultaneously. A mission file with stored
maps, vehicle information and plans are finally stored in an XML file. Mission execution is done
through the operational console, which is connected to a communications interface that interfaces
to several other communication protocols, such as Ethernet, GSM or acoustics. All received data
is put in a shared data environment which the console components can access and use to update
themselves continuously.
Neptus constitutes of five modules [5]:

• Mission Planner (MP) for mission preparation and setup.

• Mission Console (MC) for mission execution and vehicle control. The input for MC is created
in MP. Several of MC’s submodules are run onboard the vehicle. MC is also translates Neptus
mission language to vehicle language.

• Mission Review & Analysis (MRA) is made for post-mission analysis. It takes care of the
treatment of the collected data and provides mission replay functionality.

• Multiple Vehicle Simulator (MVS) is a service for MC and MP to give a more accurate
mission preview.

• Mission Data Broker where data can be stored, organised and published.

Missions and maps are stored in .nmisz files under Neptus/missions. These files are essentially
zip files, meaning they can decompressed using archive software.
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(a) Operator Console.

(b) Mission Review & Analysis.

Figure 6: Neptus tools.
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3.2 DUNE Unified Navigation Environment
DUNE is the software that is running on-board all embedded systems. It is used for control,
navigation, maneuvering, plan execution, vehicle supervision, communication and interaction with
actuators and sensors. DUNE builds upon a number of predefined tasks, which only communicates
with one another using the IMC protocol, which act like a local bus, see Figure 7. In general, each
task only has one specific purpose. All active tasks are running in separate threads of execution
(they run in parallell). Tasks are divided into several groups depending on their purpose [15]:

• Sensors: Device drivers for measuring the physical quantities.

• Actuators: Device drivers for controlling vehicle movement and interaction with the envi-
ronment.

• Estimators: Tasks that uses information from multiple devices to make an estimation of the
current state. Example of such is the Navigation task, that combines information from GPS,
compass and intertial sensors to make a state estimation.

• Controllers: Generates low-level commands for maneuvers relative current state.

• Monitors: Tasks that monitor the current state and may change the vehicle state if certain
behaviour is observed. Battery levels, operational limit, CPU usage etcetera are exampels
of things that a monitor may check.

• Supervisors: Activates/deactivates other tasks depending on the current vehicle state. The
Vehicle Supervisor can for instance stop maneuver tasks from being executed if the vehicle
state is in error mode.

• Transports: Transports messages in and out of the message bus.

A dedicated Transports task is responsible for data logging and communication with Neptus.
The task can be configured to log the desired IMC messages.

Figure 7: How DUNE tasks interact with one another using IMC. (Image from LSTS)

A mission is sent to DUNE through the Plan DB task (DB for Data Base). The Plan DB
task informs Neptus about what plans are stored in the vehicle and when they where stored.
This make it possible to see what plans are uploaded to the vehicle and if they synchronised with
Neptus. For instance, if a plan is uploaded to the vehicle but later modified in Neptus, Neptus
will let you know that the plan isn’t synchronised and needs re-uploading. Plans that are stored
in the vehicle but that do not exist in the current Neptus console will also appear and can be
transmitted from the vehicle into the console. When a plan is executed, the flow of IMC messages
for control is, somewhat simplified, described by Figure 8. Di�erent kinds of maneuver controllers
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may dispatch the same type of guidance message. To examplify, a GoTo maneuver will dispatch
a DesiredPath message to tell the lower level controllers to approach a specific location. Another
maneuver, such as the Rows maneuver, will also send DesiredPath messages to guide the vehicle
during the maneuver. The di�erence between these maneuvers lie in the higher-level properties
of a maneuvers and not the lower-level interfacing with controllers. This makes it a relatively
small e�ort to implement a few basic maneuvers as long as the low-level controllers can handle
the DesiredPath message.

Figure 8: Control hierarchy in DUNE with respective IMC messages transmitted between the
control layers.

Every task executes according to a common life-cycle [15]. They contain the same basic
methods that defines the structure of a task. New tasks can be created using Python scripts
that comes with the DUNE distribution. If such a script is used to create a task, a sca�old of
C++ source code will be achieved with the same methods as any other task. Methods are initially
empty and are to be filled with task-specific code to get the desired functionality. These methods
will be called by DUNE during the tasks life-cycle. The basic methods included in all tasks are:

• Task(const std:string& name, Tasks::Context& ctx) is the task constructor. This method
will always be called first when the task is executed. In the typical implementation this
method will set default parameter values.

• onResourceAquisition(void) is a method that is called when the task is to use system re-
sources such as serial ports and internet sockets.

• onResourceInitialization(void) to initialise the acquired resources. For instance setting up
the serial port Baud rate, start/stop bits, parity and activating it.

• onResourceRelease(void) is called in the end of the task life-cycle to release system resources.
I.e clearing the memory that a resource is taking.

• onUpdateParameters(void) is called whenever task configuration parameters are changed.
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• onEntityReservation(void) is called when the task is to use specific entities. For avoiding
collision of Entities with identical names.

• onEntityResolution(void) is called to resolve entities reserved by the task.

• onMain(void) is the main loop. This is where continuously executed code or function calls
are placed.

During execution the task Transports will take care of logging desired messages transmitted on
the bus in a single file. The messages will be stored in nearly the same order as they were created.
The log file can after the mission has finished be loaded into The Mission Review and Analysis
tool in Neptus for inspection and plotting.

The way that the control hierarchy is broken down as shown by Figure 8 makes it possible
to have simulation tasks in parallell with tasks that are active in real tests. DUNE can be run
in di�erent profiles, in which di�erent tasks may be active. The profile names are arbitrary
but useful profiles may for instance be Hardware, Simulation, HITL (Hardware In The Loop).
During a simulation most tasks will do the exact same things as they would do during a real
mission. However, estimators and sensor/actuator tasks needs to be replaced by their simulator
counterparts. In stead of having a GPS task active for communicating with a real GPS, a GPS
simulation tasks is used to produce simulated GPS readings from a simulated state (which is
produced by a vehicle simulation task).

3.3 The Inter-Module Communication (IMC) protocol
IMC is a communication protocol that is used by all networked systems, such as vehicles, sensors
and operator consoles. IMC is also used for inter-process communication by DUNE, data logging
and dissemination to the internet [7]. The IMC protocol is defined in a XML file, making the cre-
ation of new types of messages and events simplified. In contrast to other message protocols, IMC
does not require a specific software architecture in applications. Support for various programming
languages and computer architecture can be automatically generated. An IMC message contains
information such as type, version, timestamp, origin and destination. A message can be sent to a
set of devices, such as all UAV’s or all consoles. It can also be sent to a specific process running
on a specific device through the message destination identifiers. The addressing is divided into
two levels, System level and Entity level. A System is usually an instance of DUNE or Neptus,
running on a AUV, UAV, ROV or a base station. An Entity is a relatively abstract IMC concept.
It is related to a subsystem or module, such as a DUNE task. A DUNE task may for instance
be responsible for interfacing a Pressure gauge and sending the measured pressure in an IMC
message. The Entity would in this case be "Pressure". Each IMC message contains System and
Entity information on both sender and receiver. An Entity may however look for a message that
is not addressed for it. An example of a depth message as defined in IMC is displayed in 1.

Listing 1: Pressure message from IMC.xml.
<message id=" 265 " name=" Depth " abbrev=" Depth " source=" v e h i c l e " f l a g s=" p e r i o d i c ">

<d e s c r i p t i o n>
Depth r e p o r t .

</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
<f i e l d name=" Measured Depth " abbrev=" value " type=" fp32_t " un i t="m">

<d e s c r i p t i o n>
Depth value measured by a s e n s o r .

</ d e s c r i p t i o n>
</ f i e l d>

</ message>

To make each Entity unique, it is given a label and a number identifier (id). IMC messages
can be divided into groups of similar nature:

• Mission control. Messages that are passed between Neptus and the on-board mission super-
visor.
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• Vehicle control. Lower level messages that are sent from for example the mission supervisor
to the maneuver module.

• Maneuvers. Messages containing information on a maneuver, such as waypoint location and
related commands.

• Guidance. Messages used to control the vehicle movement between waypoints.

• Navigation messages are used to present the current state of the vehicle, such as position,
attitude, indicated speed, ground speed, stream velocity etcetera.

• Sensor messages containing data such as voltage, current, acceleration, temperature, salinity,
servo positions etcetera.

• Actuation messages for thruster, servo position, LCD, PWM controls.

• Networking.

• Logging and storage.

The message flow used in LSTS Seascout Ligh AUV is displayed in Figure 9 [7]. Sensor
data is picked up by the Navigation task. The Navigation task does an approximation of the
current state (position, attitude etcetera) and puts an EstimatedState message on the IMC bus.
The EstimatedState message is picked up by multiple tasks, such as the mission supervisor that
controls
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Figure 9: IMC message flow in one of LSTS Light AUVs.

The structure of IMC messages comprises a header, payload and a footer. The header contains
a synchronisation number for detecting serialisation (byte) order, message id and sender/receiver
addresses. The message payload depends on the type of message to be sent, but can for instance
include multiple variables. The footer contains a check sum for verification.
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3.4 TREX
As the current T-REX implementation in the LSTS toolchain is highly experimental, used for a
specific purpose and is subject to change, the following description is rather simplified to reflect
the idea of how T-REX can be used with the toolchain. To use T-REX together with the LSTS
toolchain, several adaptions were made to Neptus, DUNE, IMC and T-REX (Pinto et al. [15]).
The implementation of T-REX is shown in Figure 10. A Neptus plugin is used to create goals for
T-REX and viewing the state of current goals. A feature in The Mission Review and Analysis
tool was built for plotting timelines. A dedicated DUNE task for interfacing with and monitoring
the T-REX process was created. A special set of IMC messages are used for sending goals and
commands to T-REX and receiving observations made by reactors. A Platform reactor is written
which uses these, among other, IMC messages to bridge vehicle state into T-REX observations
and T-REX goals into DUNE commands. A description of the vehicles domain model has to be
written in the NDDL description language for the EUROPA planner.

DUNE
T-REX 
Monitor

T-REX
Platform 
Reactor Deliberative 

Reactors
Deliberative 

Reactors
Deliberative 

Reactors

Neptus
T-REX 
Plugin

IMC

IMC

Figure 10: T-REX in the LSTS suite. Illustration adapted from [15].

DUNE controllers are still being used to guide the vehicle. A Planner reactor is, like the
Mission Manager mentioned earlier, used to generate plans from scientific goals that it receives
from Neptus. The Planner sends sub-goals to a Platform reactor that will create a reference for
the lower level DUNE controllers to target (the reference is basically a waypoint to approach), see
Figure 11.

Notation. A special kind of DUNE maneuver is being used when T-REX is active. The maneuver
is called FollowReference, and is used to approach a reference location provided by an external
entity. I.e. the external entity can be Neptus, where the mouse pointer can be used to continuously
send references to DUNE. This results in a real-time control of the vehicle. When T-REX is used,
the Platform reactor sends references to DUNE which the low-level controller targets.
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Figure 11: The concept of a T-REX agent in the LSTS toolchain.

4 Delimitations
The focus of this work has been the implementation of a software toolchain for control of au-
tonomous vehicles in an RC controlled rover. The goal is to evaluate the possibility of using the
toolchain to control partly an ASV, partly an AUV. The ASV is yet to be designed and built and
the electrical system for navigation, control and actuation is not decided on. An AUV is in the
possession of the university, which has a complete system with electronics and software that has
been tested several times. These components include an autopilot hardware platform, GPS and
compass. The toolchain that is to be implemented has been tested on UAV systems that uses sim-
ilar components as the university’s AUV. It was therefore desirable to use the same components
on the rover and try to reuse as much as possible of existing software that is written specifically
to interface with those components. Extra equipment required for using the toochain, such as the
embedded GNU/Linux computer and WiFi adapter, was chosen strictly to ensure compatibility.

5 Problem Description
One of the key requirements of an autonomous hydrographic mapping system is the ability to
select a specific area, such as a small bay or the shallow waters surrounding an island. The idea is
for one person to be able to operate 2-3 vehicles that would map an area autonomously. The main
task of the operator would be to deploy and retrieve vehicles, create a mission for each vehicle,
analyse the obtained data in real-time and take over the control of a vehicle that is not doing what
it is supposed to do.

There are multiple alternatives of free mission planning software available. Most of these are
however targeted at hobbyists and systems operating only one vehicle at a time. The potential
the LSTS toolchain provide is vastly larger. The LSTS toolchain has been used to control mul-
tiple vehicles of various types simultaneously and can also include wireless sensor modules in the
network. The advanced mission planning capabilities of Neptus and its support for data review
and analysis make the LSTS toolchain suitable for academic applications.

An autopilot software has been developed at KTH (will be referenced as ArduKTH) for use on
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the Ardupilot hardware (APM 2.6). The software uses libraries provided by the APM community
for access to GPS data, inertial sensors, compass and communication means. ArduKTH was
developed primarily for control of an AUV project, but has also been tested on an ASV concept.

The challenge is to get the ArduKTH software running on Ardupilot to work with the LSTS
toolchain. A connection between the two has to be established in some way and ArduKTH has
to be able to send and receive data that is required by Neptus. ArduKTH is using a custom
protocol for sending commands over a serial line for control, whilst Neptus implements the IMC
message protocol. At LSTS the Ardupilot has been used together with Neptus on UAV systems.
They have created a task in DUNE that bridges the IMC message protocol used by Neptus and
the MAVlink message protocol used by ArduCopter and ArduPlane, which is the o�cial autopilot
softwares for the APM. It is also these autopilot softwares that are running on the UAVs at LSTS.
In this configuration, DUNE is running on a small on-board Linux computer which is connected to
the APM over a serial connection. One alternative is thus to use a system similar to their system.
This would require the MAVlink protocol to be implemented in ArduKTH, and the ArduKTH
code to be significantly modified. Another way would be to modify the DUNE task, or make a new
similar one, that bridges IMC and the console commands. This also requires great modifications
of not only the ArduKTH code, but also the DUNE task. The DUNE task is not only acting as a
MAVlink/IMC bridge, but has some level of control built in which is not directly compatible with
the ArduKTH software.

6 Hardware
The test platforms main components are BeagleBone Black and Ardupilot (APM 2.6). They
communicate over a serial connection. As the serial ports on BeagleBone and APM works at
di�erent voltage levels, a 4-channel bi-directional logic level shifter from Adafruit is used to protect
the Beaglebone. The BeagleBone serial port uses 3.3 V signals and the APM uses 5 V signals.
BeagleBone is thus connected to the level converter’s low voltage side and APM is connected to
the high voltage side.

The GPS is a uBlox LEA-6H, provided by 3DR Robotics. The module is widely used in
unmanned vehicles and is supported by the APM libraries. The GPS is connected directly to
the APM’s GPS port (which is an UART port). Heading is determined by a CMPS10 compass,
which is connected to serially to the BeagleBone through the same logic level shifter as the APM,
but uses separate channels. A dedicated compass task had to be created for interfacing with the
compass, described in Appendix A.7.

As for telemetry, a few alternatives were considered. The first alternative was to use 3DR
Radios, which are used by many hobbyist projects but only supports one-to-one communication.
The second option was to use XBee radios, which uses the ZigBee protocol for communication
to allow multiple vehicles and sensors in a ZigBee network. The third option is to communicate
over WiFi, using a standard WiFi dongle. The disadvantage of WiFi is a low range and high
power consumption. An outdoor range of over 100 m seem unlikely with a standard WiFi USB
dongle. The XBee’s will on the other hand most likely be able to communicate at ranges around
1 km in clear view. The third alternative was however chosen as DUNE and Neptus uses User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) for broadcast and multicast of Announce messages that are required
for the two softwares to identify each other. The limited range of a WiFi dongle still su�ces for
proof-of-concept. It would be possible to create two programs that would fetch UDP-transmitted
messages and write them on a serial line as well as reading from the serial line and dispatching
them on UDP, but it wasn’t considered worth the time to investigate. WiFi adapters connected to
a computer are in general configured to support UDP broadcasting and multicasting, thus being
the simplest option. The choice of adapter fell on a Netgear N150, see Figure 12, that uses an
Atheros chipset for which Linux drivers are available.

For thrust a brushed electrical motor was used together with an Electronic Speed Controller
(ESC). The ESC receives its power via a power module from a NiMH battery and a PWM signal
from the APM is used to achieve the desired speed, see Figure 13. The ESC also provides the
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Figure 12: Netgear N150 WNA1100 with an Atheros chipset that has supported Linux drivers.

steering servo with power, and servo position is also set by a PWM signal from the APM. The
power module is an APM Power Module from 3D Robotics and has on-board voltage and current
sensors which can be read from the APM through a serial port. The APM can read input signals
(PWMs) from an RC controller through an intermediate receiver for external control of the vehicle.
The electric motor was put on a di�erent power source than the APM/BeagleBone in order to
avoid voltage fluctuations caused by the motor from a�ecting the electronics.

ESC

APM 2.6

BeagleBone 
Black

NiMH

LiPo

RC 
Receiver

Servo

Motor

Compass

Power
UART
PWM

GPS

Level shifter

3.3 V

5.0 V

Power 
Module

Figure 13: Power and communications scheme of the rover platform.

The resulting system is displayed in Figures 14, 15 and 16. The base platform is an RC rover
manufactures by Mavericks. The rover body is replaced by a solid carbon-fibre plate that supports
the PET box in which the electronics are held.
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Figure 14: The completed test platform.

Figure 15: System components fitted into a box and all connections made. The vehicles forward
direction is to the upper right corner.
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Figure 16: The logic level shifter is put on a breadboard which is stuck to one of the box’s sides.
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7 Software
A few possible software designs were considered. In the first solution, an Ardupilot task in DUNE
is used for communicating with the Ardupilot. The Ardupilot task was created at LSTS for
controlling UAV’s and who’s main purpose is to bridge MAVlink and IMC messages. An im-
plementation of the MAVlink message protocol in ArduKTH would be necessary. To evaluate
this possibility, a simple Ardupilot software was written for sending MAVlink messages containing
GPS location, vehicle attitude etcetera. MAVlink message handlers was also created for decoding
incoming messages for mission retrieval. Since the Ardupilot task was created at LSTS for con-
trolling multi-rotor copters and fixed-wing airplanes, an additional vehicle type had to be added.

DUNE
Transports

Neptus
APM 2.6
ArduKTHIMCTask 1…

Task 2…
Task n…

MAVlink
Ardupilot

IMC

Figure 17: Software architecture concept 1, where the least modification of the Ardupilot task
would be necessary.

In the second solution the MAVlink protocol is abandoned and a new DUNE task is created to
handle the communication between ArduKTH and DUNE. One apparent di�culty in this would
be interfacing the functionality implemented in ArduKTH with the IMC protocol. ArduKTH
implements a menu system for choosing vehicle type and setting parameters after the Ardupilot
has booted. To interface that functionality either new IMC messages needs to be generated that
will forward the menu information to Neptus for remote access or the DUNE task itself will need to
be able handle the menu. The first case would also require additional functionality to be written in
Neptus for accessing the menu in the graphical user interface or console. One way to handle these
problems is to extract code related to only one vehicle type and remove the menu functionality
from the Ardupilot code.

DUNE
Transports

Neptus
APM 2.6
ArduKTHIMCTask 1…

Task 2…
Task n…

Custom
protocol

ArduKTH 
Task

IMC

Figure 18: Software architecture concept 2, where the least modification of the autopilot software
would be necessary.

The third option is to implement the IMC protocol directly in the ArduKTH firmware. Dune
and BeagleBone could then be ignored completely and a very minimalistic system as displayed in
Figure 19 is achieved. All functionality provided by DUNE would be lost in this configuration,
especially data logging and deliberative planning tools may be desirable further ahead in the
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project, but also the Vehicle Supervisor, Maneuver controllers and Monitors would be lost. Also a
problem of connecting ArduKTH and Neptus appears as Neptus broadcasts its existence on UDP
sockets and listens for other units broadcasting their existence on UDP. No simple way to create
UDP sockets on serial ports were found (Ardupilot only has serial ports) and this approach thus
becomes both resource-demanding and limits the potential usage. A quite strong motivation for
this alternative was however the simplicity of the system. The simplicity itself makes the learning
step much smaller for anybody who’s supposed to take over and continue development.

Neptus

APM 2.6
AutopilotIMC

Figure 19: Software architecture concept 3.

In the end, the decision was made to create a new autopilot that reuses much of the code
from ArduKTH for navigation and control. The autopilot would use the MAVlink protocol for
communicating with the Ardupilot task. This way functionality could be added and debugged
incrementally. The result is thus in coherence with the first concept, but with a new autopilot
software.

7.1 Autopilot Software
There was two approaches considered for handling missions. One was to let the autopilot receive
the complete mission and do the monitoring of the mission progress itself. The second approach
was to let available DUNE tasks do the mission supervision and send individual waypoints and
commands to the autopilot. The benefit of the first approach is that complete control over the
mission is given to the autopilot developer, decreasing possible confusion that may occur due to
the advanced software that DUNE consist of, and the reduced amount of knowledge required on
active DUNE tasks. The first approach will however require more sophisticated interrupt/event
handling during the mission. Examples of events that will or may occur is:

• If the vehicle is on a mission and the "Stop mission” button is pushed in Neptus, the appro-
priate action needs to be taken. Should the vehicle be put at stop and the current mission
cleared? Should the vehicle be stopped but the mission still remain so it can be continued?

• If the vehicle is on a mission and a guided waypoint is sent, how should this be taken care of?
Should the vehicle make that point a priority and continue the mission after it is reached?
Should the mission be cleared and only that waypoint be approached, or should the waypoint
be approached as the mission has finished?

• If input is read from the RC-controller, should the vehicle go into manual mode but keep
the mission active? Or should the mission be cleared?

The answers of these questions will a�ect the implementation in both DUNE and the autopi-
lot, they have to be synchronised in terms of operational mode and mission progress. It’s time
consuming to interface two softwares that are both supposed to be intelligent and in control. De-
velopment is done in both ends and debugging becomes intricate. The second approach, to let
DUNE send individual mission items, reduces the amount of required logic to be implemented
in the autopilot. The interfacing is thus significantly simplified. This approach also has a great
benefit if a TREX-like method for deliberate on-board planning is to be implemented. Since the
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TREX will generate commands for DUNE tasks to execute in real-time, the autopilot will need to
be able to receive and execute commands on-the-fly. There is of course the option to have both
approaches implemented, but this shouldn’t be done before any one approach is completed and
tested. In Figure 20 is the current APM implementation, called EliasPilot, illustrated.

The vehicle can be in either one of two modes. In the first mode, Automatic mode, navigation
and control is done by the APM. The second mode, Manual, works as a RC-feedthrough, so that
the vehicle is controlled by a human operator with an RC controller. Information on what mode
the vehicle is in is continuously sent to the Ardupilot task. The task won’t send any waypoints to
the autopilot unless the vehicle is in Automatic mode. By default, the vehicle will be in Automatic
mode, but during each iteration of the main loop the PWM signal from the RC controller is read,
and if a given threshold of the steering PWM is breached, the vehicle will enter Manual mode for
RC control. A timer will then keep track of the last time that a PWM signal was read from the
RC controller and if a certain amount of time has passed, the vehicle will go back into Automatic
mode. A bool variable is used to control the mission activeness. It’s implemented to stop the
vehicle from moving when no valid waypoint is received, or as the current waypoint is reached.
At the point of reception of a waypoint, the mission is activated (if not already active) and the
waypoint is set as the current waypoint. Before any control signals are sent to servo and engine,
the distance to the current waypoint is checked. Whether the distance to the waypoint is smaller
than a desired waypoint radius or not, the waypoint will be considered reached and the vehicle
will be stopped and the mission is inactivated. To avoid the vehicle stopping at each waypoint,
DUNE will send the next waypoint slightly before the current waypoint is considered reached by
the autopilot. This is done by using a little larger waypoint radius in DUNE than in the autopilot,
see Figure 21.
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Figure 20: Control and mission handling of the APM.
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Figure 21: Waypoint radiuses at which DUNE will send the next waypoint and the autopilot will
consider the current waypoint reached.
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7.2 The Ardupilot Task
The task is mainly acting as a bridge between IMC and MAVlink. It consumes a set of IMC
messages that are dispatched by other DUNE tasks and sends MAVlink messages to the APM,
and vice versa. It’s at the Path Control layer of the DUNE control architecture that the task is
operating, see Figure 22.

APM 2.6/EliasPilot

DUNE

Ardupilot Task
“Path Controller”

Supervisor

Maneuvers

ManeuverControlStateManeuvers

DesiredPath PathControlState

Navigator

State Estimation

Motor Compass GPSServo

Waypoint

Figure 22: The Ardupilot task in the DUNE control architecture.

A complete list of IMC messages handled by the task is displayed in Figure 23. The task
was originally developed for controlling aerial vehicles that are using the o�cial APM autopilot
software. The original autopilot (ArduCopter/ArduPlane) has di�erent flight modes, which let’s
the pilot take control over some degrees of freedom, while the APM handles others. One of the
modes that the task takes advantage of is the FlyByWire-B (FBWB) mode. In this mode the
ArduPlane autopilot will hold roll, pitch and altitude, while heading is determined by DUNE.
A similar mode is available for copters, called Sport mode. There is also an Automatic mode,
in which waypoints are sent to the autopilot from a control station (in this case DUNE) and
the navigation is completely left for the APM to handle. The automatic mode is common to
both copters and planes, and is also used by the Ardupilot task. Many of the messages are thus
dependent on vehicle type, the mode of operation as well as what DUNE controllers are active.
In this thesis, significant changes was made to the task and an additional vehicle type was added
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in order to control a rover. The new vehicle type has an automatic mode and a manual mode.
The manual mode is used for external control by an RC radio. Changes are made continuously
on both the Ardupilot task and the autopilot software running on APM, thus making a definite
explanation of messages and functionality di�cult.

IMC 
Bus

Ardupilot Task

Control Loops
Desired Roll*
Desired Z*

Desired Vertical Rate*
Desired Speed*
Desired Path

Idle Maneuver*
Power Channel Control*

Vehicle Medium*
Vehicle State

Simulated State*

Path Control State
Estimated State

Voltage
Current

Fuel level
Pressure*

Temperature*
Estimated Stream Velocity*

Autopilot Mode
Indicated Speed

True Speed
GPS Fix

Desired Roll*
Desired Pitch*

Desired Heading*
Desired Z*

Figure 23: IMC messages going in to and out of the Ardupilot Task. * Messages that are not
relevant in rover control.

A general explanation of the important IMC messages that are consumed by the Ardupilot
task will follow. The Control Loops message contains a bitfield of true/false flags describing DOF’s
that are being controlled by DUNE. These fields represent control of speed, altitude, vertical rate,
roll, yaw, path. Of these fields the path control is the only one of interest in rover control. With
path control activated, the task will consume DesiredPath messages, which contain two WGS-84
waypoints and altitude or depth. The start waypoint is ignored and only the end waypoint is used
when GoTo maneuvers are active. A list of the most significant DesiredPath fields are found in
Table 1. At the time of writing, end Z, Speed and Loiter parameters are ignored (for rover vehicle)
but may be implemented. The Idle Maneuver is activated by the Vehicle Supervisor as the last
maneuver is finished. This will make the Ardupilot task send a loiter here command to the APM
if it’s a copter or plane being controlled. The rover is programmed to stop at each waypoint, so
it’s unnecessary to send any special command from the task when receiving an Idle Maneuver.
The PowerChannelControl message may be used to trigger for instance a camera attached to
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the APM, but is never used in this project. The vehicle medium message is used to set a bool
variable in the task to true or false depending on whether the vehicle is on ground or not, and
to prevent certain controller commands from being sent if it is (only matters in the copter/plane
case). The VehicleState message contain various kinds of information, such as the overall vehicle
state (Service, Calibration, Error, Maneuver, External Control or Boot), enabled control loops,
error counter, maneuver information and so forth. The Ardupilot task only takes the current
state into account, and is actually only using this to keep an airplane loitering if it’s in automatic
mode. If the vehicle state is in anything other than "In Service", the vehicle supervisor will on the
other hand stop the plan supervisor from sending maneuver commands. Finally the Simulated
State message contains data on global position and attitude that is forwarded to the APM for
HITL simulation. Neither this message is used in the project, but HITL is being considered an
interesting feature to implement.

Name Unit Description
Start Latitude, Longitude rad [WGS-84] Start point, is ignored in case the

START flag is set.
Start Z m Start point altitude or depth, is

ignored if NO_Z flag is set.
End Latitude, Longitude rad [WGS-84] End point.
End Z m End altitude or depth.
Speed - Speed requested for the maneu-

ver.
Speed units Enumeration
Loiter - radius m Loitering radius if loitering is re-

quested about end-point. Set to
zero for no loitering.

Flags Bitfield Flags for setting the desired be-
havior of the receiving task.

Table 1: Some important fields of the Desired Path message.

A number of MAVlink messages are being handled by the Ardupilot task. Most of them are
listed in Figure 24. Listed messages are the ones that are also used by, for this project, created
autopilot software. The Named Value Int message contains a heading read from the Compass
Task described in Appendix A.7. The Mission Item message is used to send a WGS-84 waypoint
location to the autopilot.

The Heartbeat message contain information on vehicle type and the current mode of operation.
Currently two modes of operation are implemented, Automatic and Manual. During manual
operation the task is prohibited from sending any waypoints or commands and the vehicle is
controlled externally. The Heartbeat message is necessary for DUNE to consider the autopilot to
be in service, otherwise it will set the vehicle in error mode, which will be displayed in the Neptus
console. HW Status contain voltage and current readings from the power module, and is thus levels
from the NiMH battery. The GPS fix message listed in Figure 23 consist of information retrieved
from the GPS Raw Int message, which contain both location and UTC time. A monitor task will
update the system time in the operating system running on the BeagleBone if it notices that it
di�ers from the time contained in the GpsFix message. This is to get the correct timestamps in
log files. The System Time message was previously used for this purpose but was changed due
to bad timestamps. The Attitude message contain sensor readings from the intertial sensors and
gyros, which is then put in the EstimatedState message. The EstimatedState message is also filled
with position information from the GlobalPositionInt message. Distance to current waypoint is
calculated by the autopilot and is put in the NavControllerOutput message, which is used by the
Ardupilot task to check if the waypoint is within the waypoint radius described in Section 7.1. If
so, the task dispatches a Path Control State message to signal the GoTo maneuver task that the
waypoint is approached (resulting in the next GoTo maneuver to be executed and a new waypoint
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Ardupilot Task

Named Value Int
Mission Item

Heartbeat
System Time
System Status

HW Status
GPS Raw Int

Global Position Int
Attitude

NavControllerOutput
Named Value Float *
Named Value Int *

Debug Vector *
Statustext *

APM 

Figure 24: A complete list of MAVlink messages that are being communicated between the Ardupi-
lot task and APM. * Purely for debugging purposes.

being sent to the autopilot).
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7.3 Communication and Networking
3DR robotics radios allows for one-to-one wireless communication using two 433 MHz radios.
The radios are connected to the computers serial ports and the Baud rate is limited to 115 200.
XBee radios uses the ZigBee wireless communications protocol, which can be used with multiple
radios and does support various network topologies. The XBee radios themselves are like the
3DR robotics radios connected to the devices serial ports and thus the bandwidth is very limited,
but enough for IMC and MAVlink communication. A configuration that support vastly more
bandwidth would make it possible to transfer files containing logs and measurement data, as well
as real-time video or image transfer is desirable. WiFi adapters that are working at the 2.4 GHz
frequency usually supports bandwith at 150-300 Mb/s, but comes at the cost of reduced range
and larger power consumption.

When controlling multiple autonomous vehicles it is desirable to have a network which lets the
vehicles come and go into the network arbitrarily. It is also a great benefit if the vehicles can act at
routers in the network, which could increase the possible range of communication depending on the
vehicles formation. A networking technology that doesn’t force vehicles to communicate through
a central hub is thus searched for. Wireless home networks almost exclusively use the WLAN
technology, where devices (nodes) in the network are all connected to a central router, which is
responsible for assigning addresses to nodes and to route tra�c. Another technology is the Ad-hoc
network, also called point-to-point network. This type of network doesn’t rely on a central router,
but is an infrastructure-less network where every node is responsible for routing information [18].
In Figure 25 commonly appearing network topologies shown. An Ad-hoc network doesn’t have
a predefined network topology, but a dynamic and unpredictable topology. Depending on the
number of vehicles and type of mission, some of these typologies are however more likely to occur
than others.

Ring Mesh Star

Line
Tree Bus

Figure 25: Common network topologies.

Connectivity to mobile networks is also interesting as this would enable distant remote op-
eration. Mobile network coverage is not very reliable in many of the locations that the ASV is
expected to act in, such as coastlines, lakes and archipelagos. Mobile networks are not further
investigated in this work.

8 Field Tests and Results
Below are some figures presenting the final stages. Yellow dots are representing points at which
EstimatedState messages being dispatched by the Ardupilot task, while crosses are GPS fixes.
When the vehicle is within a 3 meter distance from the current target waypoint, the following
waypoint is activated. Data is downloaded from the vehicle, where most transmitted IMC messages
are being logged during plan execution. Plots are retrieved from the Neptus Mission Review &
Analysis tool, where plots and charts can be created for any variable contained in any transmitted
IMC message.
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(a) Track. (b) Velocity [m/s]

Figure 26: Trial in Hagaparken.

(a) Track. (b) Velocity [m/s]

Figure 27: Trial in Hagaparken with lowered vehicle speed.
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The Ad-hoc network distance was tested by moving the vehicle and ground station (laptop)
apart. The data rate dropped quickly as the two units were moved apart but was adequate for
Neptus and DUNE to keep the connection for up to around 200 meters in clear sight (the maximum
physical range that could be achieved with sight). Data rate was controlled by observing the
interval between console output from DUNE during an SSH session. When the vehicle was in the
proximities of the ground station, output is viewed at around 10 Hz, which is the rate at which it
is printed. When the devices are at close to 200 meters apart, the output rate is fluctuating a lot
but lies in the estimated range of 1-3 Hz.

9 Conclusion and Further Development
The goal of this project was to use the LSTS toolchain to control an autonomous rover as a
first step toward integration of the toolchain on other unmanned marine vehicles in posession of
the department. Interfacing DUNE with the APM 2.6 proved more challenging than expected.
Significant knowledge on GNU/Linux proved necessary. The biggest challenge did however lie in
the interface. Using the available Ardupilot task was a shortcut that in the end got di�cult to
handle as the original task was developed for di�erent vehicles and operational modes. With the
accumulated knowledge on both DUNE and APM libraries, creating a new task now seem more
doable and less tedious than at the project start.

Implementing the toolchain with a custom autopilot is considered successfull. The Mission
Review & Analysis tool can be used to retrieve various data for plotting and debugging. There are
a lot of improvements that could be done in terms of navigation, supported maneuvers, control
etcetera. However, the APM hardware is most likely to be replaced by a new custom platform, so
it’s not motivated spending resources on improving the performance of this vehicle additionally
as long as it doesn’t improve understanding of the LSTS toolchain or includes new features.

Taking advantage of the T-REX architecture for deliberative planning would require a lot of
work. A description of the vehicles domain model has to be created in the NDDL language,
knowledge on the EUROPA planner has to be acquired and reactors programmed. José Pinto at
LSTS suggested development towards higher level of autonomy to be done in four phases:

1. Making the vehicle support the Rows Maneuver that is used to cover a rectangular area.

2. Creating a controller for guiding the vehicle using the Follow Reference maneuver.

3. Creating a new type of "Bathymetry” maneuver similar to the Rows Maneuver, but that uses
real-time depth measurements and adapt the distance between rows such that maximum
coverage is achieved.

4. T-REX.

The Rows Maneuver dispatches DesiredPath messages with both start and end waypoints set.
With the current system in mind, this would mean that the function consuming the DesiredPath
message in the Ardupilot task would be required to check whether both waypoints are used or
not. If both waypoints are used then this has to be signaled to the autopilot. With two waypoints,
cross-track error can be calculated by the autopilot and the vehicle can be controlled to follow a
path between the waypoints more closely. Cross-track error can also be calculated by using the
previously reached waypoint. This is not done in the scope of this thesis, but is a highly prioritized
feature that will be implemented.

There is a lot of work to be done in all of the departments vehicles and the resources are
limited. At what point the toolchain will be implemented in all of them is therefore a question of
priority and available time. Because of a relatively steep learning curve it is also, in the authors
opinion, necessary to have a dedicated person with some experience in C++ and GNU/Linux to
maintain the systems.
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A Guides
A.1 Installing and running Neptus on Mac OSX
The following steps will install necessary software for compiling and running Neptus.

1. Install Java Developers Kit (JDK) from Oracle. The JDK contains the Java Runtime Envi-
ronment (JRE) so there is no need to install the JRE.

2. Install Homebrew by opening an OSX terminal and run the command:
$ruby -e "$(curl -fsSL https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Homebrew/install/master/install)"
Homebrew is a packet manager for Mac and will help installing Apache Ant.

3. Apache Ant is installed by running the command:
$brew install ant

4. Get Neptus from GitHub by running the command:
$git clone https://github.com/LSTS/neptus.git

5. Go to the Neptus folder and compile Neptus using Ant by running the two commands:
$cd neptus
$ant

6. To start Neptus, run the following command inside the Neptus folder:
$./neptus.sh

A.2 Accessing BeagleBone Black from OSX terminal
BeagleBone Black (BBB) is a single board computer that is shipped with a preinstalled Linux/De-
bian distribution.

The BeagleBone Black has a 6-pin serial port for communication and debugging. The easiest
way to connect to the BBB through this port is by using a standard 3.3V FTDI cable. OSX drivers
supporting this cable can be obtained from http://www.ftdichip.com. To start communicating
with the BBB, plug in the FTDI cable without powering the board. Pin 1 on the cable is the
black cable, pin 1 on the board is the pin with the white dot printed next to it. In OSX, run the
command # screen /dev/tty.usbserial-A1024NBR 115200 8N1, where

• "screen" is a program that will monitor the connection.

• tty.usbserial-A1024NBR is the name of the USB device (the FTDI cable). A list of devices
can be printed using the command # ls /dev/tty.*.

• 115200 is the connection speed in Baud.

• 8N1 is the connection format. 8 bits, no flow control and 1 stop bit.

A convenient bash command to use in OSX is # system_profiler SPUSBDataType, which lists
the USB devices in the terminal window. This command is similar to the lsusb command in Linux.
An alternative way of connecting to the BBB is to use SSH over USB. Drivers from beagleboard.org
are required to be installed in OSX for this to work (they are preferably installed anyway). A
couple of benefits by using SSH is that multiple sessions (connections/terminals) can be opened
simultaneously. To connect to the BBB use the command # ssh debian@192.168.7.2 and log with
username and password (debian/temppwd by default). Files can be sent to BBB using SCP. The
command to send a file is # scp LocalFile debian@192.168.7.2:DestinationPath. Also, Eclipse can
be configured to connect to the BBB over SSH and make it possible to browse the file system and
edit source files remotely.
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A.3 Internet access on the BeagleBone Black
There are basically three ways in which the BBB could get internet access. The first alternative
is the most desirable, but may require some e�orts to make it work.

• WiFi dongle: Be sure to use a dongle with supported Linux drivers. On the beagleboard
webpage a list of currently supported dongles exists.

• Mobile phone: A very easy way to get internet access.

• Routing tra�c through laptop: Also an easy way to get internet access but will not work if
the laptop is on a heavily protected network.

To use a WiFi dongle that has supported drivers, make sure power the BBB with an external
power adapter. Connect the dongle to the USB port and see that the BBB finds it by running
the lsusb command in a shell. Then run ifconfig -a to see that there is a new wlanX device.
If in doesn’t show up as a internet interface, then the appropriate drivers are missing or not
loaded. To enable the adapter, modify the interfaces file with nano text editor: # sudo nano
/etc/network/interfaces. Add the following lines to it:

# / etc / network / i n t e r f a c e s
auto wlan0
al low≠hotplug wlan0
i f a c e wlan0 i n e t dhcp
wpa≠conf / e t s / wpa_supplicant / wpa_supplicant . conf

The file wpa_supplicant.conf is where the networks will be configured. Save and close the interface
file (Ctrl-X). Create the configuration file: # nano /etc/wpa_supplicant/wpa_supplicant.conf
and add the following information to it:

# / etc / wpa_supplicant / wpa_supplicant . conf
c t r l _ i n t e r f a c e=DIR=/var /run/ wpa_supplicant GROUP=netdev
update_config=1

network={
s s i d=" Network name"
psk=" password "
proto=RSN
key_mgmt=WPA≠PSK
p a i r w i s e=CCMP
auth_alg=OPEN

}

Reboot BeagleBone and check if there’s internet connectivity by pinging Google: # ping 8.8.8.8
and verify there’s a response.

Notation. If the previous method didn’t work, try to connect using ConnMan (Connection Man-
ager). To start ConnMan, run # connmanctl

Internet access could be given to the BBB by connecting it to a mobile phone using a USB-
cable, and sharing the internet connection over USB in the phone settings. In BBB the phone
could be found using the # lsusb command. The command # ifconfig will display the mobile
as an ethernet interface at one of the USB ports. The interface is however disabled by default and
is enabled by running the command # ifconfig usb1 up. Internet access was achieved after a
reboot of the BBB.

Routing the tra�c through the USB and use the PC connection is done by setting the de-
fault gateway on the BeagleBone to be the PC ip address. The BeagleBone and the PC has
their own local network, where the BeagleBone’s address is 192.168.7.2 (with Debian running on
the BBB) and the PC has the address 192.168.7.1. Run the following command on the BeagleBone:

# /sbin/route add default gw 192.168.7.1
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In OSX, the internet connection is shared by entering System Preferences/Sharing. Companies
and organisations, such as universities often has a high level of security on their networks, so
sharing the internet connection from a PC may not be possible.

A.4 Connecting BeagleBone Black to Ardupilot
In general it is preferred to leave the UART0 port on the BeagleBone open for debugging through
a PC, as explained in section A.2. So to connect to the Ardupilot another UART port is used. To
enable a second UART port:

1. Open the file uEnv using Nano:
$ nano / boot / uboot /uEnv . txt

2. Add the following line to the file.
capemgr . enable_partno=BB≠UART4

3. Reboot BeagleBone.

4. The device will be present in the device list.
$ l s ≠ l /dev/ttyOú

Note that "O" is a character, not a number.

For DUNE to open and use the serial connection to Ardupilot, parameters Serial Port - De-
vice and Serial Port - Baud Rate in the configuration file for the Ardupilot task is changed to
/dev/ttyO4 and 115200 respectively.

A.5 DUNE
DUNE is written in C++ to increase portability among di�erent CPU architectures that are
common in embedded systems. DUNE is downloaded and compiled directly on the BBB.

The following procedure will download and compile DUNE.

1. Create a DUNE directory:
$ mkdir ~/DUNE

2. Go to the folder and download the source code from GitHub:
$ cd ~/DUNE
$ g i t c l one https : // github . com/LSTS/dune . g i t

3. Create a build folder:
$ mkdir bu i ld

4. Go to the build folder and create GNU makefiles:
~/DUNE$ cd bu i ld
~/DUNE/ bui ld$ cmake . . / dune

5. The compilation will take a significant amount of time (>2 hours). To compile, run the
make command:
~/DUNE/ bui ld$ make
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Hereafter the DUNE home directory (DUNE/dune) will be referred to as DH> and the build
directory (DUNE/build) as DB>. Creating a DUNE task is running the following command in a
terminal window from the DUNE home directory:

DH>$ python programs / s c r i p t s /dune≠create ≠task . py . / AUTHOR TASKNAME

This will create a C++ template for a task with the name TASKNAME. The template will be put in
the folder /src/TASKNAME. Usually some python version is included in OSX, thus no installation
is required for the command to work. The TASKNAME can be seen as a destination folder. To
categorize the task as a maneuver task, the TASKNAME would be Maneuver/TASKNAME. When
the template has been completed with task-specific code, it is included in the source and compiled.

DB>$ make r e b u i l d \_cache
DB>$ make

To make the task run, a configuration file is created in DH/etc/development. To execute the task,
run:

DB>$ . / dune ≠c . . / e t c / development /CONFIGURATIONFILE. i n i %$

For two tasks to interact, an additional configuration file is created containing information on
tasks to initiate. Listing 2 shows an example of a configuration file that tells DUNE to run the
QuantityProducer and QuantityConsumer tasks. It also tells DUNE to run an in-built Transport
task called Logging to enable saving data to persistent memory and displaying the messages in
the active console.

Listing 2: Example task interaction configuration file.
; DUNE/dune/ e tc / development / TaskInte rac t i on . i n i

[ T u t o r i a l . QuantityProducer ] ; D i r ec to ry and name o f producer task
Enabled = Always
Entity Label = Producer

[ T u t o r i a l . QuantityConsumer ] ; D i r ec to ry and name o f consumer task
Enabled = Always
Entity Label = Consumer

[ Transports . Logging ] ; DUNE b u i l t ≠in task f o r l o g g i n g and output
Enabled = Always
Entity Label = Logger
Transport = Temperature

The task interaction configuration file is run using the same command as previously. It is
not necessary to execute any tasks individually, as DUNE will read the configuration file and
initialize all three tasks (the purpose for creating individual configuration files is to test the tasks
independently). A problem that may occur during compilation on the BeagleBone is that make
will display a warning saying that "Clock skew is detected." This is due to the lack of an internal
clock in the BeagleBone. At the time of compilation, make will compare the time of changes to
source files with the current system time. The source files will have a modified date in sync with
the main computer if the files has been modified over ssh. It will appear to make that the source
code has been modified in the "future", thus ignoring to compile those files. One way to deal with
this problem is to manually set the system time to the correct time and recompile:

$ date ≠s " 26 OCT 2014 1 3 : 5 0 : 0 0 "
DB>$ make

The parameters Enabled and Entity Label must always be set in the configuration file. The
Enabled parameter will determine when the task will be executing. The Entity Label is for human
comprehension. The name of a task as written in the configuration file corresponds to a directory.
Tutorials.QuantityProducer would point to src/Tutorials/QuantityProducer. A configuration file
can be divided into separate files. These files can be included into a "main" configuration file. This
is done using Require or Include to point directly at the .ini files.
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[ Inc lude T u t o r i a l / conf . i n i ] ; Wil l p r i n t a warning i f the . i n i f i l e i sn ’ t found
[ Require T u t o r i a l / conf . i n i ] ; Wil l p r i n t an e r r o r message and terminate execut ion

When communicating with either Neptus or other vehicles, a vehicle name must be specified under
General:

[ General ]
Veh ic l e = Rover1

Every vehicle has a unique IMC adress defined in common/imc-addresses.ini. The Vehicle param-
eter is used to find the correct address and it is thus necessary to include this configuration file
for the communication with other systems to work. Di�erent configurations can be ran for a task
depending on the current profile. Profiles such as Hardware and Simulation are available, and a
task can be configured to for instance communicate with a physical device or a simulated device.
Numerous instances of the same Task is possible, provided each instance has it’s own name. An
instance name is set using a slash following the Task name in the configuration file Listing 3.

Listing 3: Two instances of the same Task. In this example, the default instance will always be
executed while the redundant instance will only be executed if using Hardware profile.

[ Example . TaskName/ d e f a u l t ]
Enabled = Always
Entity Label = Defau l t In s tance

[ Example . TaskName/ redundant ]
Enabled = Always
Entity Label = Redundant Ins tance

Custom profiles can be created using the Profiles parameter as exemplified in Listing .. .

Listing 4: Custom profile.
; DUNE/dune/ s r c / development / Config . i n i

[ P r o f i l e s ]
CustomProfileName = Explanatory text

[ Example . TaskName ]
Enabled = CostumProfileName
Entity Label = Some Task

DUNE is then run with a slightly modified command to use the custom profile:
DB>$ . / dune ≠c Config ≠p CustomProfileName

Parameters can be accessed remotely, from for instance Neptus. They are set through the IMC
messages SetEntityParameters and GetEntityParameters. XML files with parameter information
are generated by DUNE and exported to Neptus:

DB>$ . / dune ≠c Config ≠p Profi leName <path> %$

The generated XML file is to be put in the Neptus/conf/params folder. The parameters can be
accessed in the Neptus console under "View->System Configuration" and check Access Developer
Parameters.

A.6 Using the Linux Device Tree
The ARM processor on the BeagleBone has 142 output pins, of which 66 is expanded to be easily
accessible through the expansion headers. Each pin has 7 di�erent type of modes. Pin number 24
on the P9 header is called (UART1_TXD), where the name refers to its functionality in mode 0.
Other functions of this pin is mmc_sdwp (mode 1), dcan1_rx (mode 2) and so on. The pins mode
7 is a General Purpose Input Output (GPIO) mode, which can be used for connecting inputs such
as switches, outputs or as interrupts. So to use pin number 24 on the P9 header for lighting an
LED, the corresponding pin on the processor need to be put into GPIO mode. Each pin on the
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processor has a number and a hexadecimal address which it is accessed by in the Linux kernel.
The expansion header pin is also referred to by a di�erent number in software (i.e. DUNE). In
Table 2 all di�erent ways of referring to a pin is shown.

Table 2: How a pin is re�ered to in di�erent contexts.

Context Id. Comment
Expansion header P9_24 / UART1_TXD Pin name
Software 15 GPIO number used by driver and software
Physical pin # 97 Pin number on the ARM processor
Hardware 0x984 Hardware address
Device Tree 184 O�set from address 44e10800

The Device Tree (DT) is a data structure used for configuring hardware devices when the
Linux kernel boots [2]. However, because DT’s are read during boot, it wasn’t possible to change
hardware devices without rebooting the system. To make devices configurable during run-time,
something called Device Tree Overlays (DTO) was implemented on BeagleBone [4]. When using
UART’s, SPI’s, PWM’s, GPIO etcetera, a DTO is loaded which configures the processor pins
to the correct modes and behavior. In Section A.4 a UART port was opened by automatically
loading a DTO after boot.

Notation. Most of the following commands requires root access. To login as root, either write
root when prompted if using the serial debug cable (FTDI cable) or $ ssh root@X.X.X.X if
connected to the network.

All available DTO’s can be listed through:
$ l s ≠a l / l i b / f irmware /

A list of currently loaded DTO’s can be viewed by issuing the command:
$ cat / sys / d e v i c e s /bone\_capemgr .ú/ s l o t s

To load one of the DTO’s in the list, navigate to the slots directory and issue the command:
/ sys / d e v i c e s /bone\_capemgr .ú/ s l o t s $ echo BB≠UART1 > s l o t s

In a similar fashion the DTO can be unloaded by using the slot number :
/ sys / d e v i c e s /bone\_capemgr .ú/ s l o t s $ cat s l o t s # To view the s l o t numbers
/ sys / d e v i c e s /bone\_capemgr .ú/ s l o t s $ echo ≠6 > s l o t s # To remove dev i c e at s l o t 6

Using a specific pin for a GPIO purpose is slightly more complicated as it includes writing a DT
source file (for setting the pin mode), compiling it to .dtbo binary format, loading it and accessing
it. A guide is however available at [9].

A.7 Compass Task
The CMPS10 is a compass that is able to provide a heading that already is tilt and interference
compensated. The CMPS10 is connected to one of the serial ports of the BeagleBone Black. The
task’s purpose is to initiate the serial port, send commands to the compass and read its response.
The reading is then packed into an IMC message and put on the IMC bus. The Ardupilot task
will be looking for that specific message, and when it finds it, it will take the reading and pack it
into a MAVlink message that is sent to the APM. The flow is visualized in Figure 28.

At the top of the task, class members (variables), are declared. Two important ones specific
for this task is the SerialPort object and the IMC::EntityParameter object. The following listing
contain an excerpt from CMPS10/Task.cpp.
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IMC Bus

Tasks CMPS10 Ardupilot

CMPS10

UART1 UART4

APM

Figure 28: Data flow of a compass reading.

// S e r i a l port handle .
S e r i a l P o r t ú m_uart ;
// IMC message
IMC : : EntityParameter m_compass ;

The SerialPort object m_uart has member functions for initiating the serial port and read-
/write. The EntityParameter object m_compass provides a tangible way of accessing an IMC
message’s fields (name and value for the current message). In the task’s constructor, default
configuration parameters are set. These can be overridden by setting the parameters in the con-
figuration file for the task.
Task ( const std : : s t r i n g& name , Tasks : : Context& ctx ) :

DUNE: : Tasks : : Task (name , ctx ) ,
m_uart (NULL)
{

// Def ine c o n f i g u r a t i o n parameters .
param ( " S e r i a l Port ≠ Device " , m_args . uart_dev )
. de fau l tVa lue ( " " )
. d e s c r i p t i o n ( " S e r i a l port dev i c e used to communicate with the s e ns o r " ) ;

param ( " S e r i a l Port ≠ Baud Rate " , m_args . uart_baud )
. de fau l tVa lue ( " 9600 " )
. d e s c r i p t i o n ( " S e r i a l port baud r a t e " ) ;

m_compass . name = " Heading " ;
}

As the serial port is considered a resource, it is initiated in the onResourceAquisition member
function and eliminated in the onResourceRelease function. The Task(void) function is the task
destructor, which is automatically called when the task is stopped.
// ! Acquire r e s o u r c e s .
void onResourceAcqui s i t ion ( void )
{

m_uart = new S e r i a l P o r t ( m_args . uart_dev , m_args . uart_baud ,
S e r i a l P o r t : : SP_PARITY_NONE,
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S e r i a l P o r t : : SP_STOPBITS_2) ;
}
// ! Re lease r e s o u r c e s .
void onResourceRelease ( void )

{
Memory : : c l e a r (m_uart ) ;

}
// Dest ructor
~Task ( void )

{
onResourceRelease ( ) ;

}

A hexadecimal command is sent to the compass to tell it to make a reading and return the
value in 2 bytes. A member function for sending the command is created, which is called from
within the main loop.
void sendCommand( void )
{

s t a t i c uint8_t cmd = 0x13 ;
uint8_t buf [ 1 ] ;
buf [ 0 ] = cmd ;
unsigned i n t l en = 1 ;
m_uart≠>wr i t e ( buf , l en ) ;

}

// ! Main loop .
void onMain ( void )
{

whi l e ( ! s topping ( ) )
{

sendCommand ( ) ;
Delay : : wait ( 0 . 1 ) ; // The compass shouldn ’ t be updated at more than 10 Hz
s t a t i c uint8_t readbuf [ 2 ] ;
m_uart≠>read ( readbuf , 2 ) ;
uint16_t heading = ( readbuf [ 0 ] << 8 | readbuf [ 1 ] ) ; // [ deg ú10 ]

// Put the heading in a s t r i n g ( That ’ s how IMC wants i t )
char va l [ 1 7 ] ;
s n p r i n t f ( val , 1 6 , "%d " , heading ) ;
m_compass . va lue = va l ;
m_compass . s e tSourceEnt i ty ( ge tEnt i ty Id ( ) ) ;
d i spatch (m_compass ) ; // Send IMC message
}

}

In the Ardupilot task context, the processing of the message has to be set up and a consume
function created for handling the content. Setting up the processing is done by adding the following
line of code to the task constructor:

bind<EntityParameter >( t h i s ) ;

And a method for handling the message content and sending it as a MAVlink message to APM:
// Receive heading from CMPS10 task and send as MAVlink message to APM
void consume ( const IMC : : EntityParameter ú ep )
{

s t a t i c uint16_t hdg ; // The v a r i a b l e the heading i s put in
// Convert the s t r i n g in the message i n t o an i n t and put in hdg
std : : s t r i n g s t r e a m convert ( ep≠>value ) ;
convert >> hdg ;

// Create a MAVlink message
mavlink_message_t msg ;
uint8_t buf [ 5 1 2 ] ;

char name [ 1 0 ] = " Heading " ;
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mavlink_msg_named_value_int_pack (0 ,0 ,&msg , 0 , name , hdg ) ;

uint16_t l en = mavlink_msg_to_send_buffer ( buf ,&msg) ;
sendData ( buf , l en ) ;

}

On the APM side, the incoming bu�er is continuously checked. If there’s a message identifiable
as the ’Named Value Int’ message, it is decoded and the heading is updated.

Notation. The CMPS10 is inter-faceable through I2C, which would make it possible to connect it
directly to the APM. Connecting it to BeagleBone and using DUNE as an intermediate interface
was merely a good way of learning DUNE, the Linux Device Tree and C++. However, this way
will make it possible to compare readings from the 3DR Robotics compass and the CMPS10.

A.8 MAVlink
Heartbeat messages are sent between two systems to announce their existence and specify their
type to each other. I. e. the Ardupilot sends a heartbeat message to DUNE, telling DUNE it
is a Rover. Typically ground control stations require heartbeat messages to be sent at a specific
minimum interval to not consider the connection lost. IMC also implements heartbeat messages
to inform other systems that the system and its communication is running, but it does not contain
any information on the system. In IMC the Announce message is used to provide Neptus (and
other systems) with basic information on the system.

Sending a MAVlink message can be done in several ways, of which the simplest to understand
(but requires most code) is explained first. Sending a message is done in a few steps:

1. Creating an object of the MAVlink message type.

2. Setting a bu�er size (bytes).

3. Packing a message with the information that is to be sent into the right message type.

4. Putting the message into the send bu�er.

5. Sending the message on the desired communication port (such as UART0).

Receiving a message is basically the reversed operation.

1. Check if there is something in the incoming bu�er.

2. Read the first byte in the bu�er.

3. Give this byte to the MAVlink parser to let the parser determine what type of message it is.

4. A new empty MAVlink message object is created that is of the specific message type deter-
mined by the MAVlink parser.

5. The message is forwarded along with the new message object to the corresponding decode
function, where MAVlink reads the incoming message and copy data into correct variables
of the new message object.

A few common messages used

The MAV_REQUEST_DATA_STREAM messages are sent from DUNE to the Autopilot. They
are requests for specific data from the autopilot, but are not mandatory for the autopilot to answer
to. The request message contains five fields, where the first two specifies target system and target
component. In this case these two are not interesting to the receiver as there is only one possible
target (if the message was sent on a network of vehicles they would however be very important).
The fields of interest to the receiver (Ardupilot) is those concerning the data stream id, rate and
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start/stop. The data stream id tells the Ardupilot what kind of data is requested. The rate fields
specifies at what rate the data should be sent. The start/stop field is either one or zero and will
tell the Ardupilot to either start sending or stop sending data. An example request data stream
message with the data stream id MAV_DATA_STREAM_POSITION, rate 10, and start/stop
field set to 1 will tell the Ardupilot to start sending local position and global position messages
10 times per second.

Notation. How the Ardupilot actually responds to an incoming message is completely dependent
on the implementation in Ardupilot. The message can be ignored, it can be answered to by sending
the requested data or it can make the vehicle do some sweet acrobatics.

Listing 5: Global position request message from DUNE to Ardupilot. The data stream id is
pre-defined in MAVlink and is just an integer value (=10 for POSITION).

// ! GLOBAL_POSITION_INT message
mavlink_message_t msg ; // I n i t i a t e MAVlink message o b j e c t
uint8_t buf [ 5 1 2 ] ; // Set b u f f e r s i z e

// Pack the message i n t o the r i g h t type
mavlink_msg_request_data_stream_pack (255 , 0 , &msg ,

m_sysid ,
0 ,
MAV_DATA_STREAM_POSITION, // Pre≠d e f i n e d MAVlink data stream id
10 , // This i s the r a t e f i e l d
1) ; // This i s the s t a r t / stop f i e l d

n = mavlink_msg_to_send_buffer ( buf , &msg) ; // Put in send b u f f e r
sendData ( buf , n ) ; // Send message

The implemented receive function

The following code is reading the incoming bu�er and lets the MAVlink parser interpret the
massage. If the message is a data request, then it send the message to a message handler function
specific for the data request message type. The message is decoded and the internal variables can
be accessed.

Listing 6: MAVlink receive function.
void readMessage ( )
{

mavlink_message_t msg ;
mavlink_status_t s t a t u s ;
char ú t ext ;

whi l e ( ha l . uartA≠>a v a i l a b l e ( ) ) {
uint8_t c = hal . uartA≠>read ( ) ;

i f ( mavlink_parse_char (MAVLINK_COMM_0, c , &msg , &s t a t u s ) ) {
switch (msg . msgid ) {

case MAVLINK_MSG_ID_REQUEST_DATA_STREAM:
text = " Request f o r EXTRA1 r e c e i v e d " ;
sendStatusText (MAV_SEVERITY_DEBUG, ú t ext ) ;
handleRequestDataStream(&msg) ;
break ;

case MAVLINK_MSG_ID_HEARTBEAT:
text = "APM Heartbeat message r e c e i v e d " ;
sendStatusText (MAV_SEVERITY_DEBUG, ú t ext ) ;
break ;

d e f a u l t :
// Busy doing nothing at a l l , don ’ t bother to c a l l

break ;
}
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}
}

}

void handleRequestDataStream ( mavlink_message_tú msg)
{

mavlink_request_data_stream_t d s t r ;
mavlink_msg_request_data_stream_decode (msg , &d s t r ) ;
uint8_t s i d = d s t r . req_stream_id ;

}

A.9 GLUED
First, GLUED is a very minimalistic operating system based on a GNU/Linux core. The only way
to communicate with the BeagleBone after installing GLUED will be through serial communication
using for example a standard FTDI 3.3 V USB to serial cable. It provides no support for an
HMDI monitor, mouse or keyboard. The Debian distribution that comes with the BeagleBone
has multiple ways of connecting to it, such as direct USB, serial connection and Ethernet. A
USB connection is not only significantly faster than a serial connection, it also allows multiple ssh
connections to the BeagleBone, which has proved useful.

Installing GLUED on a SD card using a Virtual Machine (VM). Download and install Virtual-
Box from their webpage. The VirtualBox extension pack is also required for USB 2.0 support (if
a USB 2.0 SD card reader is used). Download a GNU/Linux distribution image that will be in-
stalled as the guest operating system. The image file shall end with ’.img’. Install the GNU/Linux
distribution in VirtualBox, see the VirtualBox homepage for installation instructions. When the
installation is done, configure the USB SD card reader in VirtualBox so that the guest operating
system has access to it. This is done in VirtualBox Settings/Ports tab. Necessary information
about the USB device is found either in About this Mac/More info.../System Report or by opening
a terminal window and writing the command $VBoxManage list usbhost. The SD card mount
disk name is checked by running the command $diskutil list in an OSX terminal. The SD card
is unmounted by running the command $diskutil unmountDisk diskname, where disk name
is something like ’disk#’. When the GNU/Linux operating system is running, the USB device
is found by running the command $lsusb. GLUED source code is downloaded through GitHub
(git clone https://www.github.com/LSTS/glued.git). The source code can also be downloaded in
compressed files from the releases page, but this should be avoided as there may be some later
problems concerning the automatic partitioning of the SD card. Configuration and compilation
of GLUED is done by following the tutorial on the LSTS/GLUED GitHub wiki page.
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